The image text is a collection of various sentences and phrases from different sources, related to the book "Harvest of A Quiet Eye: The Cabin As Sanctuary" by Lawrence Scanlan. The sentences mention various details about the book, such as its publication year, edition, and availability. They also reference different libraries and online platforms where the book can be found. The text includes quotes from the book, such as "The cabin is modest in size, with a ladder leading to a little loft at the south end. Excerpts from 'Harvest of a Quiet Eye: The Cabin as Sanctuary', by Lawrence Scanlan.

The text also references the rebirth of the cabin, otherwise known as Larry's Folly, and the search for a sanctuary.扫描码：780670044528


Harvest Of A Quiet Eye: The Cabin As Sanctuary by Lawrence Scanlan in Books, Nonfiction eBay.